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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 

 
SESSIONS CASE NO.         :-     161 of 2016  

(Under Section 302  of the Indian 
Penal Code arising out of G.R. 

Case No. 1437 of 2016) 
Committed by Smt. M. Sarmah   
Judicial Magistrate, 1st class, 
Tezpur. 
 

Present      :- Sri Ashok Kr. Bora,   
Sessions Judge, Sonitpur 
Tezpur 
 

Prosecutor  :- State of Assam 

         -vs- 
Accused 
 

:- Sri Birsa Kalandi @ Taklu  
S/o Sri Ruplal Kalandi 
Vill- Sonajuli Dholkuba 12 No. 
line. 
P.S.- Rangapara,  
Dist. Sonitpur (Assam) 
 

Date of framing Charge :- 11/07/2016. 
 

Date of Recording Evidence :- 26/07/2016, 08/08/2016, 
05/09/2016 & 05/10/2016 
   
 

Date of examination of accused u/s 
313 Cr.P.C 

:- 30/11/2016. 

Date of Argument :- 06/01/2017 
 

Date of Judgment :- 09/01/2017 
 

Counsel for the Petitioner :- Mr. Hari Prasad Sedai 
Public prosecutor, 
Sonitpur. 
 

Counsel for Accused person :- Mr. P. Biraj Nath, Advocate.   
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J U D G M E N T 

1.  In this case accused Sri Birsa Kalandi @ Taklu is put for trial for 

allegation of charge u/s 302 of the IPC.  

2.     The factual matrix according to FIR in brief is that the 

informant’s sister Smt. Sila Tanti was married to Jiten Kalandi Sonajuli 

Tea Estate, Dholkoba Line No. 12 before twenty years. On 08-05-2016 

at night there was a quarrel took place in between the informant’s elder 

sister and the family members of her husband as a result of said quarrel 

an incident of marpit took place where the informant’s elder sister 

sustained grievous injury. While she has to admit at Tezpur Medical 

College & Hospital on 10-15-16, in the morning time informant’s elder 

sister was succumbed and the deadbody was lying in their house. 

Hence, this prosecution case.   

3.   The FIR was lodged by the informant Jarmal Tanti before the 

O/C of Rangapara Police Station on 10-05-2016. On receipt of the 

ejahar, the O/C Rangapara Police station registered the case vide 

Rangapara PS Case No. 43/16, u/s 302 of the IPC.   

4.    After completion of usual investigation, the O/C Rangapara Police 

station sent up the case for trial against the accused Birsa Kalandi @ 

Taklu u/s 302 of the IPC. 

5.     Upon hearing of parties and on perusal of the record my learned 

predecessor in Court framed charge u/s 302 of the IPC. Particulars of 

the charge are read over and explain to accused to which he pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried. To substantial the case, prosecution 

examined as many as eight numbers of witnesses. After completion of 

prosecution evidence, accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. All the 

allegations made against the accused and the evidence appears against 

the accused are put before him for his explanation where he denied the 

evidence and declined to give defence evidence. 
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6.     I have also heard argument put forwarded by learned counsel for 

both parties. 

7.     The point for decision in his case is that : 

1. Whether on 08-05-2016, at Sonajuli Tea Estate under 

Rangapara Police station, the accused committed murder 

by causing the death of Shila Tanti and thereby 

committed offence punishable u/s 302 of the IPC? 

  REASONS AND DECISIONS THEREFOR. 

8.      To arrive at a judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence on 

record. 

9.   PW-1 Dr. Sanjeeb kr. Medhi, Medical & Health Officer-1 stated 

that on 11-05-2016 he was working as Medical & Health Officer -1 at 

Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur and on that day, he performed post-

mortem examination, on the dead body of Sila Kalandi, 38 years, male, 

in reference to Rangapara PS Case NO. 43/16 U/s 302 of IPC, on being 

escorted and identified by UBC 333 Jayanta Hazarika and relatives Jiten 

Kalandi and Jarmal Tanti.  He found the following: 

External appearance. 

 Rigor mortis present. Eyes were closed. 

Abdomen: 

 Peritoneal cavity is filled with feacal matter and intestinal 

content. Small intestine – multiple perforations (three in numbers) are 

seen at distal jejunum and proximal ileum. Messenteric lacerations seen 

at two places.  Large intestine – Healthy. All other organs are healthy. 

   

 Multiple perforations which look post traumatic with associated 

mesenteric lacerations was seen which is suggestive of blunt trauma 

abdomen.    
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OPINION  

    In his opinion, the cause of death is due to septicaemia as a 

result of intestinal perforations caused by blunt trauma abdomen.    

  Ext. 1 is the Post-mortem report and Ext. 1(1) is his signature 

and Ext. 1(2) is the signature of Joint Director of Health Services, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur which is known to him. 

 In cross-examination, the doctor admitted that he has not found 

any external injury upon the deadbody.    

10.    PW-2 Sri Dhiraj Kr. Jain, ACS, has stated that on 10-05-2016 he 

was working as Executive Magistrate at Tezpur. On that day, at about 4 

p.m. on the direction of Additional District Magistrate, Tezpur conducted 

the inquest over the dead body of Sila Kalindi, W/O Jiten Kalindi, No. 12 

line, Dholkuba, in reference to Rangapara PS Case No. 43/2016 at 

Naharani Grant, Rangapara in presence of witnesses namely, 1. Jormel 

Tanti, 2. Jiten Kalindi and 3. Debika Kalindi . The approximate time of 

death – 10-05-2016 at about 7.30 a.m. The deceased was lying flat on 

the ground and she was identified by Debika Kalindi. The deceased’s 

eyes were closed and wearing a sari. He found head injury on the right 

back of the head and the deadbody was sent to Kanaklata Civil Hospital, 

Tezpur for post mortem examination.  Ext. 2 is the inquest report and 

Ext. 2(1) is his signature.     

11.     PW- 3 Sri Jiten Kalandi, who is the wife of the deceased stated 

that accused Bircha Kalandi is his younger brother. A quarrel took place 

on 08-05-2016 between his wife and the accused and after two days 

she died at TMCH. On that day he was on his duty. His daughter Debika 

Kalandi told him that a quarrel took place between the accused and his 

wife for marriage of a christian girl by accused. In the said quarrel 

accused assaulted his wife with fist and blow. Thereafter, his wife told 

her sister Jaymati that she was suffering from severe abdominal pain. 

Then he took his wife to garden hospital. Garden hospital referred his 

wife to TMCH. On the next day his wife died.  
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  In cross-examination, Jiten Kalandi stated that there are about 

three thousand people reside in their line. His adjacent neighbour is 

Anita Tanti. On the day of occurrence they went to Dhendai Tea Estate 

to attend a marriage ceremony. They returned by foot at about 7.30 

p.m. After keeping his wife at home, he along with his daughter Debika 

went to the house of Kishan Tanti to watch TV. Then his wife came to 

the place where they watching TV, they scold them telling him that you 

are enjoying by watching TV and she remained in house alone. Then 

they returned and his wife along with their children went to sleep. He 

remained with his wife in the house for about half an hour. During that 

time no quarrel took place. At about 9 p.m., he went out to attend his 

night duty. Next day, he met his wife in the house of her sister from 

where he taken her to the hospital.  His wife was suffering from some 

ailments. She has suffered stomach pain quite often. FIR was lodged by 

Jarman Tanti. Jarman Tanti resides at a house which is different from 

three houses from his house. It is also admitted in cross-examination 

that his wife may be died due to her chronic ailment.     

12.     PW- 4 Smti Debika Kalandi, stated that the accused Bircha 

Kalandi is her uncle. Deceased Sila Kalandi was her mother. The 

incident occurred on 08-05-2016.  On that day, she along with her 

mother, father, sister Bibia went to attend a marriage ceremony at 

Dhendai Tea Estate. On the same day she along with his sister returned 

home at about 6.30 p.m. and she went to watch TV  to the house of 

one neighbour.  Thereafter her dad also returned. Then her father and 

mother came to the house where she watching TV and scolded her.  

During that time a quarrel took place between her mother and her uncle 

as her uncle wants to marry a Christian girl. She saw accused in 

assaulting her mother with fists and blows. She slept with her mother. 

On the same night at about 2 a.m. her mother complained her that she 

is severely suffering pain in stomach. In the morning time, her mother 

went to her sister’s house. Then her father arrived and she narrated the 

whole incident to him. Thereafter, they took her mother to Bagan 
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hospital then to TMCH as referred by garden hospital. Her mother was 

supposed to operate in the next day but her mother was died at TMCH.   

 In cross-examination, PW 4 stated that in the marriage 

ceremony, she cannot say whether her mother used to drink liquor. 

After returning from watching TV she along with her brothers and 

sisters went to sleep. Usually quarrel took place in their house between 

her father, mother and uncle. When her mother went to sleep with her 

then her mother did not complain anything to her. For severe pain in 

abdomen, her mother did not able to do her daily works for last few 

days. On the said day due to severe stomach pain her mother woke up 

and drinks water. Such type of incident almost regularly took place. She 

was in bed when her mother went to drinks water. Her mother also 

reported before the Doctor about her stomach pain when she was taken 

to garden hospital. In the garden hospital no treatment was given to her 

mother, simply referred her to TMCH. At about 2 p.m. her mother 

reached TMCH and doctor advised her to operate. Next day at about 7 

a.m. she died. At the relevant time accused only assaulted her mother 

with a hand.  Her mother died due to stomach ailment.     

13.    PW- 5 Smt. Jaymati Kalandi, who is the sister of the deceased, 

stated that the incident occurred about three months ago. Her sister Sila 

went to her house and complained her about her stomach pain.   

14.    PW - 6 Sri Anita Tanti stated nothing about the incident.  

15. PW -7 Sri Jarmal @ Jarman Tanti, stated that he knows the 

accused Bircha Kalandi. Deceased Sila Kalandi was his elder sister. The 

incident took place in the month of May, 2016. On 10-05-2016 his sister 

was died.  Debika told him that there was an altercation took place in 

between the accused and the deceased and after two days his sister 

died. Then he lodged the ejahar. As per his dictation the scribe has 

written the ejahar. Ext. 3 is the ejahar and Ext. 3(1) is his signature. 

 In cross-examination, he stated that the distance between his 

house and the house of his sister is one km. He came to know about the 
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incident only after the death of his sister. Prior to that, he does not 

know about the incident. He has not seen the incident himself. He did 

not ask anything to Jaymati so she did not tell anything to him.The 

scribe wrote the ejahar at his own will.   

16. PW 8 – Aminul Islam, the Investigating Officer of this case, has 

stated that on 10-05-2016 he was posted at Rangapara Police station as 

Attached Officer. On that day, O/C Rangapra PS Inspector Jatin Ch. 

Borah received one FIR from one Jarmal Tanti, S/O Tiru Tanti of village 

No. 2 Naharoni grant, PS Rangapara.  On receipt of the FIR, registered 

a case being Rangapara PS Case No. 43/16 u/s 302 of the IPC dt. 10-

05-2016 and endorsed him for investigation of this case. Ext. 3 is the 

FIR and Ext. 3(2) is the signature of Inspector Jatin Ch. Borah, O/C 

Rangapara PS which is known to him.    

 As the complainant Jormal Tanti is present in the police station 

so he has recorded the statement of complainant at the police station. 

Thereafter, at about 3.45 p.m., he started to Dholkuba, Line No. 12 i.e. 

the house of the deceased Sila Kalandi. He prepared a sketch map of 

the place of occurrence which is attached in the case diary. Ext. 5 is the 

sketch map and Ext. 5(1) is his signature. For conducting inquest, he 

informed District Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur and accordingly, Dhiraj 

Kr. Jain, Executive Magistrate conducted the inquest on the deadbody of 

Sila Kalandi in presence of witnesses. Thereafter he recorded the 

statement of all the remaining witnesses. As the accused was 

apprehended by the local people at his home, he brought  the accused 

to the PS for interrogation and on 11-05-2016 he arrested the accused 

Birsa Kalandi and forwarded him to the Court. The deadbody which was 

lying in the house of the deceased he send the deadbody to hospital for 

post mortem examination through deadbody challan vide Ext. 4 and Ext.  

4(1) is his signature. After completion of investigation, he has collected 

the post mortem report and laid charge sheet against the accused Birsa 

Kalandi u/s 302 of the IPC. Ext. 6 is the charge sheet and Ext. 6(1) is 

his signature.    
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 In cross-examination, the I.O. stated that the accused resides 

with the complainant in joint family. The accused was found detained by 

the local public.  

 Witness Jiten Kalandi stated before him that while he along with 

his daughter (Debika Kalandi) watched TV in the house of Kishan Tanti 

after some time his wife came to the house of Kishan Tanti and scolds 

him. After some times he and his daughter reached their home as he 

has a shifting duty so he take some rests. After some time he heard 

some noise of quarrel between his wife and his brother. His brother 

wants to marry a Christian girl so she opposed. So, both were engaged 

in hitted argument as he is not much say in his family. So, he left home 

for duty. The witness has not stated that he has seen the accused 

in assaulting the deceased in any means.      

17. These much is the evidence of the prosecution.  

18. The accused pleads total denial while his statement was 

recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

19. To buttress the evidence, the accused adduced no any defence 

witness.    

20.  Learned counsel for the accused submitted that the prosecution 

has failed to prove the case beyond any reasonable doubt firstly   there 

is no any eye witness to the occurrence. The so-called eye witness i.e. 

PW 4 Smt. Debika Kalandi though she stated in examination-in-chief 

that on the day of occurrence, she along with her mother, father, sister 

Bibia went to attend a marriage ceremony at Dhendai Tea Estate. On 

the same day she along with his sister returned home at about 6.30 

p.m. and she went to watch TV  to the house of one neighbour.  

Thereafter her dad also returned. Then her father and mother came to 

the house where she watching TV and scolded her.  During that time a 

quarrel took place between her mother and her uncle as her uncle 

wants to marry a Christian girl. She saw accused in assaulting her 

mother with fists and blows. She slept with her mother. But the said so-
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called eye witness no where stated where the accused assaulted her 

mother on abdomen. Besides, the said witness stated due to severe 

pain in abdomen, her mother did not able to do her daily works for last 

few days. She also admitted that on the said day due to severe stomach 

pain her mother woke up and drinks water. Such type of incident almost 

regularly took place. She was in bed when her mother went to drinks 

water. Her mother also reported before the Doctor about her stomach 

pain when she was taken to garden hospital. Therefore, in cross-

examination, the said so called eye witness admitted that her mother 

has suffering from such type of stomach pain for last few days. 

Therefore, her statement is also doubtfully.  

  Secondly, according to PW 3, Sri Jiten Kalandi stated that his 

daughter Debika Kalandi told him that a  quarrel took place between the 

accused and his wife for marriage of a girl by accused. In the said 

quarrel accused assaulted his wife with fist and blow. Thereafter, his 

wife told her sister Jaymati that she was suffering from severe 

abdominal pain. But his daughter did not state before him at which 

particular part accused assaulted with fist and blows as alleged. 

Therefore, PW 3 being a reported witness no way supported the 

evidence of the eye witness or the prosecution story.  

  Thirdly, according to post mortem report, the deceased died due 

to septicaemia as a result of intestinal perforations caused by blunt 

trauma abdomen. The post mortem was conducted on 11-05-2016 and 

the alleged incident took place on 08-05-2016. Medically and biologically 

it is not possible to form an intestinal perforation by septicaemia within 

these three days.  

  Fourthly, there is a wide difference of opinion in between inquest 

report and post mortem report. According to post mortem report, the 

cause of death is due to due to septicaemia as a result of intestinal 

perforations caused by blunt trauma abdomen. On the other hand, 

Inquest report does not reveal any injury mark on the stomach. Rather 

inquest report found injury mark on the back of the head (right back of 
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the neck). Law is well settled where there is a difference of opinion as 

to the injury in between the post mortem report and the inquest report, 

the accused is entitled to get the benefit of doubt. 

 Lastly, there is an evidence of PW 3, the husband of the 

deceased and PW 4, the daughter of the deceased, that the deceased 

was suffering from severe stomach pain quite off and on. Due to severe 

stomach pain, the deceased woke up at night regularly and drinks 

water.  

 To fortify his argument learned counsel for the accused cited the 

following case laws:  

 (1) Susendra @ Susai Dev Vs. State of Tripura reported 

in 2010 Crl.L.J. 4777. 

(2) Papu Munda appellant Vs. State of Assam, respondent 

reported in 2012 (1) GLT 247 

(3) Brajalal Dev & Ors V. State of Tripura reported in 2011 

Crl.L.J. 4643.   

(4) Koli Lakhmanbhai Chanabhai, appellant Vs. State of  Gujrat 

, respondent reported in CRl.L.J. 408. 

(5) Sasanka Ghosh Vs. State of West Bengal reported in 2007 

Crl.L.J. 3100 and  

(6) Baharan Bibi and another, appellant Vs. State of Assam and others 

reported in 2001 (3) GLR 533.    

21. On the other hand, learned Public Prosecutor, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

has submitted that the prosecution has ably prove the case beyond any 

reasonable doubt as there is sufficient circumstances, therefore, the 

accused is required to be convicted under section 302 of the IPC.    

22. Keeping in mind the rival submissions advanced by learned 

counsel for both the parties, I am going to dispose of the case as 

follows. 
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23. A close scanning of the record, it appears that actually there is 

no any eye witness to the occurrence. Though PW 3 Sri Jiten Kalandi 

stated that a quarrel took place on 08-05-2016 in between his wife and 

the accused and after two days his wife died at Tezpur Medical College 

& Hospital. On that day he was on his duty. His daughter Kalandi also 

told him that a quarrel took place between the accused and his wife for 

marriage of a girl by accused. In the said quarrel accused assaulted his 

wife with fists and blow. Thereafter, his wife told her sister Jaymati that 

she was suffering from severe abdominal pain. His wife also told him 

about the incident. Then he took his wife to garden hospital. Garden 

hospital referred his wife to TMCH. On the next day his wife died. But 

the statement i.e. ““My daughter Kalandi told me that a quarrel took 

place between the accused any my wife for marriage of a girl by 

accused. In the said quarrel accused assaulted my wife with fist and 

blow. Thereafter, my wife told her sister Jaymati that she was suffering 

from severe abdominal pain.”  has not been stated to police. Therefore, 

this is a vital contradiction.  

  The Investigating Officer admitted that Jiten Kalandi only stated 

to him that “while he along with his daughter (Debika Kalandi) watched 

TV in the house of Kishan Tanti after some time his wife came to the 

house of Kishan Tanti and scolds him. After some times he and his 

daughter reached their home as he has a shifting duty so he take some 

rests. After some time he heard some noise of quarrel between his wife 

and his brother. His brother wants to marry a Christian girl so she 

opposed. So, both were engaged in hitted argument as he is not much 

say in his family. So, he left home for duty.”    

  The other important witness Smt. Debika Kalandi who claims an 

eye witness stated that on the day of incident she along with her 

mother, father, sister Bibia went to attend a marriage ceremony at 

Dhendai Tea Estate. On the same day she along with his sister returned 

home at about 6.30 p.m. and she went to watch TV  to the house of 

one neighbour.  Thereafter her dad also returned. Then her father and 
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mother came to the house where she watching TV and scolded her.  

During that time a quarrel took place between her mother and her uncle 

as her uncle wants to marry a Christian girl. She saw accused in 

assaulting her mother with fists and blows. She slept with her mother. 

On the same night at about 2 a.m. her mother complained her that she 

is severely suffering pain in stomach. In the morning time, her mother 

went to her sister’s house. Then her father arrived and she narrated the 

whole incident to him. Thereafter, they took her mother to Bagan 

hospital then to TMCH as referred by garden hospital. Her mother was 

supposed to operate in the next day but her mother was died at TMCH.   

 In cross-examination, she admitted that when her mother went 

to sleep with her then her mother did not complain anything to her. For 

severe pain in abdomen, her mother did not able to do her daily works 

for last few days. On the said day due to severe stomach pain her 

mother woke up and drinks water. Such type of incident almost 

regularly took place. She was in bed when her mother went to drinks 

water. 

 As submitted by learned counsel for the accused is that even if 

believe the statement of PW 4 that she saw the accused in assaulting 

her mother with fists and blows but her statement is silent as to where 

the accused assaulted her mother. Besides, it is a fact that PW 4, when 

her mother went to sleep with her then her mother did not complain 

anything to her. She further admitted that due to severe pain in 

abdomen, her mother did not able to do her daily works for last few 

days. On the said day due to severe stomach pain her mother woke up 

and drinks water. Such type of incident almost regularly took place. 

Therefore, the argument advanced by learned counsel for the accused 

that the deceased may have suffering such type of stomach pain for a 

long before the day of incident cannot be ruled out as PW 4, the 

daughter of the deceased, herself admitted that such type of incident 

almost regularly took place. Similarly, PW3, the husband of the 
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deceased no where stated that the accused has assaulted his wife with 

fist and blow upon her abdomen.   

 Other witnesses i.e. PW 5, 6 and 7 have stated nothing about 

the incident.  

 PW 7 Sri Jarmal Tanti, the brother of the deceased, who is the 

complainant in this case, is not an eye witness. He stated that the 

incident took place in the month of May. On 10-05-2016 his sister was 

died.  Debika told him that there was an altercation took place in 

between the accused and the deceased and after two days his sister 

died, then he lodged the ejahar.  As submitted by learned counsel for 

the accused that PW 7 was reported by Debika that there was an 

altercation took place in between the accused and the deceased and 

after two days her sister died. But there is no any evidence that he has 

been reported by Debika that other than altercation any incident of 

assaulting on abdomen of her mother or any scuffle took place in 

between the accused and the deceased. Therefore, PW 7 is a reported 

witness but the reporter Debika did not state anything as to the assault 

by the accused to the deceased on abdomen. Therefore, it is held that 

PW 7 also stated nothing about the incident.   

24.  Learned counsel for the accused submitted in the argument that 

the informant of the FIR is not an eye witness to the occurrence, hence 

raised doubt as to the FIR.   

25. It is true that in the instant case, the FIR was lodged by PW 7 

Jarman Tanti on 10-05-2016. Besides, the informant is not an eye 

witness to the occurrence. In the similar situation, the Hon’ble Apex 

Court observed in Nankhu Singh Vs. State of Bihar (AIR 1973 SC 

491) that “FIR is not a substantive piece of evidence. It is information 

of cognizable offence given u/s 154 of the Cr.P.C. and if there is any 

statement made therein it can only be used for the purposes of 

contradicting and discrediting a witness u/s 145 of the Evidence Act. In 

the second place, the statement given by the informant need not 
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necessarily be an eye witness account of what he has seen. There were 

others who had gone along with him who could have furnished him with 

an information as to what transpired in as far as it was in their 

knowledge. If these aspects had been put to PW 11, he would have had 

an opportunity of explaining their statement made in the FIR but since 

that the opportunity was not given, any comment based on the 

statement given by PW 11 in the FIR with without effect.” 

26.  In the instant case, the FIR lodged by the informant who is the 

brother of the deceased on 10-05-2016 on the very day of the death of 

the deceased whereas the incident took place on 08-05-2016. He being 

the brother of the deceased might have been busy in treatment of his 

elder sister. The FIR contains the name of the accused also bears the 

brief description of the incident. As such, merely because the informant 

is not an eye witness cannot be a ground of discard his evidence.  

27.  Learned counsel for the accused submitted in argument that 

according to ocular evidence i.e. particularly PW 4 at the relevant time a 

quarrel took place between the accused and her mother because the 

accused wants to marry a Christian girl and she saw the accused in 

assaulting her mother with fist and blows and she was suffering from 

stomach pain in the night severely. But the Doctor stated that death of 

the deceased is due to septicaemia as a result of intestinal perforations 

caused by blunt trauma abdomen. Learned counsel for the accused 

submitted that there is no evidence that accused assaulted the 

deceased on her abdomen and the alleged incident took place on 08-05-

2016, on the other hand, the doctor’s report reveals that the death was 

due to septicaemia as a result of intestinal perforations.  

28.  It is true that usually intestinal perforation rarely took place after 

two days of injury and the septicaemia is the result of said intestinal 

perforation. As discussed herein before that there is no any evidence 

that the accused assaulted the deceased on her abdomen. Besides, PW 

2, the Magistrate, who held inquest on the deadbody of deceased, found 

head injury on the right back of the head of the deceased. His 
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statement is silent as he found any injury on the stomach or abdomen. 

But Post mortem report reveal that the deceased died due to 

septicaemia as a result of intestinal perforation. Therefore, the injury 

shows in inquest report is quite different of injury in the post mortem 

report. That part, the ocular evidence is apparently differing with the 

medical evidence. In this context, I may cite the following case laws:  

   In the case of Kapildeo Mandal and ors. appellant Vs. State 

of Bihar- respondent reported in (2008) 16 Supreme Court cases 

99 wherein in para 23 to 27 of the said Judgment it has been held that 

– “while appreciating variance between medical evidence and ocular evidence, oral 

evidence of eye witnesses has to get primacy as medical evidence is basically 

opinionative – But when the court finds inconsistency in the evidence given by the eye 

witnesses which is totally inconsistent to that given by the medical experts, then 

evidence is appreciated in a different perspective by the courts – In the instant case, 

medical evidence is to the effect that there were no firearm injuries on the body of the 

deceased, whereas the eyewitnesses, version is that the appellant-accused were 

carrying firearms and the injuries were caused by the firearms – On facts held, in such a 

situation and circumstances, the medical evidence will assume importance while 

appreciating the evidence led by the prosecution and will have priority over the ocular 

version and can be used to repel the testimony of the eye witnesses as it goes to the 

root of the matter- Medical evidence when specifically rules out the injury claimed to 

have been inflicted as per the eye witnesses version, then the court can draw adverse 

inference that the prosecution version is not trustworthy.”   

2.  Again in case of Sunil Kundu & anr, appellants Vs. State of 

Jharkhand- respondents reported in (2013) 4 Supreme Court 

cases 422 in para 23 it has been held that – “ Appreciation of Evidence – 

Medical evidence vis-à-vis ocular evidence – held , when there is cogent and reliable 

ocular evidence, it has primacy over medical evidence – However, when eyewitness 

account is totally inconsistent with medical evidence and there is reason to believe that 

improvements were made in court to bring prosecution case in conformity with post-

mortem notes, the contradictions between oral and medical evidence cannot be ignored 

– In instant case, major lacuna in prosecution case was the alleged use of firearms by 
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the accused was not proved since no firearm injuries were found on the deceased – 

Hence, accused were entitled to benefit of doubt.”       

29. Here in this case as stated above, there is a variance of evidence 

in between the ocular evidence and the medical evidence. As such we 

can draw an adverse inference that the prosecution version is not 

trustworthy.  

30. Another point is to be mentioned in the present case as raised 

by the learned counsel for the accused that PW 4 Debika claiming to be 

the eye witness, neither reported about the incident to the village 

headman nor to any members of the deceased family which is nothing 

but an un-natural behaviour of the eye witness. Under such 

circumstances, the eye witness PW 4 cannot be reliable.      

31. Here in the present case as detailed discussed above, there is no 

any circumstantial evidence or not to speak of any chain of 

circumstances to infer the accused indulged in assaulting the deceased 

causing her death.  

32.  The onus of proving the facts essential to the establishment of 

the charge against an accused lies upon the prosecution, and the 

evidence must be such as to exclude every reasonable doubt about the 

guilt of the accused. An accused cannot be convicted of an offence on 

the basis of conjectures or suspicion. Since reasonable doubt arisen in 

my mind, after taking into consideration, the entire material before it 

regarding the complicity of the accused, so benefit of doubt given to the 

accused.   

33.  In view of the aforesaid discussion, I am bound to hold that the 

prosecution has failed to prove the charge levelled against the accused 

beyond any reasonable doubt. As such, the accused is entitled to get 

the benefit of doubt. Hence, accused Sri Birsa Kalandi @ Taklu  is 

acquitted and set him at liberty forthwith.   
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34.  The liability of the bailor is hereby discharged.  

35. Send back the GR Case record being No.1437/16 to the learned 

committal court along with a copy of this order. 

  Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 9th day 

of January, 2017.       

 

     (A.K. Borah) 
   Sessions Judge, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

Dictated and corrected by me.  

 

  (A.K. Borah) 
 Sessions Judge, 
Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

        

 Typed by me.     

(R. Hazarika)Steno. 
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 A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X 

Prosecution  witnesses: 

  P.W.1  -  Dr. Sanjeeb kr. Medhi, M.O. 

  P.W.2  -  Sri Dhiraj Kr. Jain, ACS, 

  P.W. 3 -  Sri Jiten Kalandi  

  P.W. 4 -  Smt Debika Kalandi 

  P.W. 5 -  Sri Jaymati Kalandi,  

  P.W. 6 -  Sri Anita Tanti 

P.W. 7 -  Sri Jarmal Tanti, informant 

P.W. 8 -  Aminul Islam, I.O. 

Prosecution  Exhibit 

  Ext.1   - Post mortem report 

  Ext.2    - Inquest report. 

  Ext.3  -  Ejahar 

  Ext.4   - Deadbody challan 

  Ext.5  - Sketch map 

  Ext.6  - Chargesheet. 

  

     

                                                             (A.K. Borah) 

                                                           Sessions Judge, 

                                                                    Sonitpur, Tezpur.   


